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Objective: 
To work with a thriving team where I utilize my experience in user interface/visual design and project management to 
help powerful, high end projects while contributing to the overall success of the company. 

Profile: 
Motivated and passionate student of new technologies. Keen interest in the social network, and Internet culture. 
Dynamic, motivated, curious and eager to learn, enthusiastic, well organized, reliable and creative.

Education:

Master’s degree in Multimedia Design and project Management ISIC Bordeaux (september 2011  
- june 2012)

A program that focuses on the development and use of new electronic communication technologies using computer 
applications and prepares individuals to function as project managers of digital communications media. Includes 
instruction in the principles of computers and telecommunications technologies and processes; design and 
development of digital communications; marketing and distribution; digital communications the study of human 
interaction with, and use of, digital media; and emerging trends and issues.

Bachelor’s degree in Communications ISIC Bordeaux (september 2010 - june 2011)

This degree is intended to provide basic knowledge in Information and Communication, both theoretically and 
technologically enhanced with the general culture, a taste for news and editorial and interpersonal skills. This training 
course also helps to gradually integrate theories in information and communication and to learn various techniques, 
provides fundamental knowledge in other disciplines that are complementary to those of Information Sciences and 
Communication (SIC) and are useful in their implementation.

Bachelor of art : Multimedia (Bachelor’s degree) Fahorschule  Kiel Germany (september 2009 -  
july 2010)

The bachelor's program is technical, scientifical, focused on media and graphic design. It includes contents from 
various fields such as graphic design, computer sciences, media theory, journalism, media, technology and business 
management. Through an interdisciplinary approach and an intensive practical experience, students are introduced to 
the field of media production. In selected areas, such as television journalism or video post-production, they acquire 
additional specialized knowledge.

DUT Services et Réseaux de communication (Technological University Diploma Services and  
Network Communication) IUT Technolac France (september 2007 - july 2009)

The (DUT) Technological University Diploma in Services and Network Communication offers the possibility to acquire 
over the course of 2 years the professional skills necessary to work in the multimedia, Internet and network sectors. 

Work Experience:

Assistant Project Manager Les Editions Jouer Gagnant (april 2012- july 2012)

Company specializing in online contests.
Participation in the design of the magazine.



Competitive analysis to improve web positioning website dedicated to contests.
Consulting and ergonomic positioning.

Assistant Community Manager Adventury (mai 2011 - july 2011)

Support for different phases of web projects: - specification, implementation, testing, online,   e-markting. -AdWords 
Campaign for the customer "lunettes, lentilles, solaire". - Creation of facebook pages. Paid facebook    campaign. - 
Animation on forums. -  Entertainment Blog for the customer «1001 bijoux»

Assistant Web Editor Mode by Tealuna (août 2010 - septembre 2010)

Website content redaction: - Blog and product sheets. - Creating newsletters, - Organization of the Fashion Show 
Autumn / Winter collection.

Web Designer Madame Vacances by eurogroup (april 2009 - july 2009)

- Creation of site skins, advertising, contests. - Use of InDesign, Dreamweaver, Photoshop. - Corporate communication. 
- Achievements in a given time. - Website integration in HTML and CSS.

Professional Skills:

Project Management :

Developing the project plan 
Managing the project stakeholders 
Managing the project team
Managing the project schedule 
Managing the project budget

Graphic Design

good command of graphic design software: Adobe Photoshop, InDesign, Illustrator - creation of communication 
media: leaflets, business cards, flyers, posters

Web and computer skills

basic administration and update of websites using a CMS (Wordpress) - knowledge of referencing techniques (Google 
AdWords) - basic knowledge of HTML, CSS, PHP, Flash - good knowledge of social networks (Facebook, Twitter, Xing, 
Viadeo, Tumblr) - knowledge of Microsoft Word, Powerpoint and Open Office Writter

Communication skills

making oral presentations - animate and participate in meetings

Language skills:

French: Mother tongue English: Understanding : C1 - Speaking : C1 - Writing : B2

German: Understanding : C1 - Speaking : B2 - Writing : B1

Activities: 
Sport Ski - Horse-back Riding Reading French litterature Cinema David Cronenberg Michael Gondry The Coen brothers 
Cat breeding : 
Shows 
SelectionVeterinary 
health and genetic knowledge
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